How do these updated recommendations differ from the recommendations released in October?

- Two high schools are impacted by the revised recommendations:
  
  **Collinwood**
  - Previously, it was recommended that Collinwood and MLK, Jr. be included within the Glenville consolidation.
  - Currently, it is being recommended that the Glenville consolidation with MLK, Jr. occur next year as planned. The inclusion of Collinwood within this consolidation will be postponed for at least one year to allow various community leaders an opportunity to strengthen available manufacturing pathways, develop and implement a robust recruitment and retention strategy, and transition the campus into a mixed use anchor for Five Pointes.

  **New Tech West**
  - Previously, it was recommended that the New Tech West program would begin to phase out next year. Upon complete phase out, the building would be closed.
  - Currently, it is being recommended that the New Tech West program remain as is in the current building with the expectation that the school community work to increase its student enrollment consistent with viability targets and continue its momentum toward increased academic achievement.